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Abstract

We consider a class of synchronous parallel machines, called
iterative tree automata (ITA) and characterize them in
terms of two other parallel machines: alternating Turing
machines (ATM) and uniform Boolean circuits (UBC). We
show that the computation time of iterative tree automata
(a generalization of iterative array automata ) and that of
alternating Turing machines are linearly related. That is,
there is an integer c >0 such that a language L is accepted
by an ITA in time T(n) if and only if it is accepted by an

ATM in time cT(n). The simulation of a T(ra)-time bounded
ITA by an ATM is indeed stronger than the result given in
[10, 17], where it is shown that a T(n)-time bounded ITA
can be simulated by an ATM in time 0( T(n)2 ).
We are also able to show that every language accepted by a
T(n) -time iterative tree automaton or n-dimensional itera-
tive array automaton (n-IAA) can be accepted by a uniform

Boolean circuit of depth O(T(ra)). Moreover, a T(n) -time
(n-IAA) can be simulated by an ATM in linear time.

Keywords: Iterative array automata, iterative tree au-
tomata, alternating Turing machines, uniform Boolean cir-
cuits.

Introduction

In recent years various types of systolic automata have been
introduced to model synchronous parallel computers. (See,
for example [3, 5, 6, 7, 12]). These automata differ mainly
in their communication structures. Iterative array automata
(IAA) and iterative tree automata (ITA) are two examples
of such structured systolic automata. Certain features of
ITA and IAA make them very attractive models of parallel
computers. Two other well-known paraflel computational
models are ah ernating Turing machines (ATM) and uniform
Boolean circuits (UBC). Iterative tree automata were intro-
duced in [7] aa a generalization of iterative array automata,
alternating Turing machines were introduced in [2] as a gen-
eralization of nondeterministic Turing machines, and uni-
form Boolean circuits were first investigated in [1, 14]. An

important motivation for all these types of parallel models

is that they have provided a very useful framework to study
some of the important issues that arise in complexity theory.
Similarly, they can achieve a significant speed increase over
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the classical serial model in the solution of many natural

problems. It is natural then to study relationships between
these models. In this paper we consider a class of syn-
chronous parallel machines, called iterative tree automata [7]
and formally characterize them in terms of two other par-

allel models: alternating Turing machines [2] and uniform
Boolean circuits [1, 14].

First, we present some preliminaries and gives definitions
of the ITA, the IAA, and the ATM, Second, we character-
ize iterative tree automata (a generalization of iterative ar-
ray automata) in terms of alternating Turing machines. We
show that any language accepted by an ATM operating in
time T(n) can be accepted by an ITA in time cT(rrj, where
c > 0. This result is a generalization of the result in [7]
for simulating a nondeterministic Turing machine by an it-
erative tree automaton. The ITA simulation of an ATM
uses an ITA augmented with a central control unit mecha-

nism. We call such an ITA a control unit iterdiue tree au-

tomaton (C UITA). We also explore the converse construc-
tion to simulate an ITA by an ATM. This result is stronger
than the result given in [10, 17] where it is shown that a
T(n) -time bounded ITA can be simulated by an ATM in
time 0(T2 (n)). We show that every language accepted by
a T(n) -time bounded ITA or n-dimensional iterative array
automata (n-IAA) can be accepted by a uniform Boolean
circuit of depth O(T(n)). A more interesting result is that

a T(n) -time bounded TZ-IAA can be simulated by an ATM
in time O(T(n)). Firrally, we give some concluding remarks
for this paper and state some interesting problems.

Preliminaries

Iterative array automata, iterative tree automata, and al-
ternating Turing machines are important models of parallel
computation. An iterative array automaton (IAA) is a lin-
ear one-way infinite array of identical finite-state machines

(called cells) that operate synchronously at discrete time

steps (see Fig. 1). Let Z be the input alphabet. The in-
put a]az , a~$, where a, G X and $ @ Z is the input end-

marker, is applied to the leftmost cell serially. The leftmost
cell (the special cell) receives a symbol a,, I s z s n, at
time i – 1. After time n – 1, it always receives $. Thus, we
assume that $ is not consumed, and can be reread an infinite
number of times. At the beginning (time O), each cell is in
a distinguished quiescent state g~. During the computa-
tion, the cells of the array communicate with each other by
sending/receiving output symbols to/from their neighbors,
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i.e.,the next state of a cell depends on the current state
of this cell, the current state of the left neighbor and the
current state of the right neighbor. The next state of the
leftmost cell is determined by the current input symbol, the
current states of the cell itself and of its right neighbor. In
a quiescent state, a cell may enter a new distinct state only
if one of its neighbors is in a nonquiescent state. The in-
put string al . . . ~m iS accepted by the IAA if the leftmost

cell eventually enters an accepting state. A language L is
said to be accepted by an IAA if every string of L and only
these strings are accepted by the IAA. The IAA is T(n)-time
bounded (or has time complexity T(n)) if it accepts and re-

jects inputs of length n within T(n) steps. If there exists
an IAA which accepts the language L (i. e., every string of
length n of L must be accepted) within time t such that
n < t < cn for some constant c, then L is called a linear-
time IAA language. If c = 1, then L is called a red-time

IAA language.

‘a””””a’a~=nrt=
special cell

Figure 1: An Iterative Array.

Formally, an iterative array automaton (IAA) is defined as
follows:

Definition 1.1 An iterative array automaton (IAA) is a
quintuple

(Q, 2 60,&~)

where

(a) Q is a finite set of states;
(b) X is the input alphabet;
(c) 60:2 u {$} x (Qu {g~})2 ~ Q U {q~} is the state tran-
sition function for the special ceU,

(d) $ : (Q U {qA})3 ~ Q U {q~} is the transition func-
tion for every cell except the special cell, which satisfies

$(9 A,!7A,9A)= 9A;
(e) F c Q is the set of finzd states;

(f) g~ @ Q is a speciid quiescent state;
(g) $ is the input endmarker which is not in Z.

An n-dimensional iterative array automaton (n-IAA) is sim-
ilarly defined. Fig. 2 shows an example of a 2-dimensional
iterative array (2-IAA), in which each dimension can have
an infinite number of cells. The input is fed serially to the
node at the origin, which is also the accepting node.

$lha . . . a’ al

....

....

....

....

Figure 2: A Two-dimensional Iterative Array.

An iterative tree automaton (ITA) is a systolic tree automa-
ton with serial input and output, in which the cells are con-
nected in an infinite full binary tree structure (see Fig. 3).
Each ceU, except the root, which is a special ceil like the

leftmost cell in an iterative array, communicates with its

parent and children. The root communicates with the ex-

ternal world and its children. The ITA works synchronously.
Initially, every cell in the ITA is in a qniescent state. The
input string is fed serially to the root one symbol at a time.
The next state of a cell is determined by the current state of
the cell, the current state of its parent (or the external input
symbol for the root) and the current states of its children.
A cell leaves the quiescent state only after a neighbor leaves
the quiescent state. The language accepted by the ITA is
the set of all accepted strings. The notions of acceptance
and time complexity of ITA are defined in the same way as

in IAA.

131. . . a2jzn $

A

Figure 3: An Iterative Tree Array.

Formally, we define an iterative tree automaton as follows:

Definition 1.2 An iterative tree automaton (ITA) A is a
sextuple

(Q, Xj&,61,6r,l’)

where

(a) Q is the finite set of states;
(b) X is the input alphabet;
(c) 60: Q x (2 U {$}) x Q2 ~ Q is the transition function
of the root cell satisfying the condition tio(/?, a, /30,$1) = /3’
where @, /30, /31 E Q are the current states of the root cell, its
left and right child, respectively, a c E is the current input
symbol, L? is the next state of the root.
(d) t$, 6, : Q’ I+ Q are the transition functions of the left
and right chddren, respectively, such that 6(B, a, f30, /51 ) = /3’
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where 6 is either 61 or 6,. ~, a, /30, and /31 are the current
states of the cell /3, its parent a, and its left and right child

PO and PI, respectively. B’ is the next state of the cell @.
61(fJA,qA,qA,qA) = &(qA, qX,qA,qA) = 9A;
(e) F s Q is the set of finaf states;
(f) gA is a speciaf quiescent state in Q;

(g) $ is the input endmarker which is not in X.

An alternating Turing machine (ATM) is a generalization of
a nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM), described infor-
mally as follows. An ATM M consists of a two-way read-only

input tape with endmarkers, k work tapes, which are initially
blank, and a finite-state control. The states of M, however,

are partitioned into universal and existential states . We

define a configuration C of an alternating Turing machine
in the same manner as in a deterministic Turing machine;
that is, it is a snapshot of the machine at some instant in
time. A configuration of an ATM M on input w is described
by the current state of M, the contents of the input tape,
the contents of each of the work tapes , and the positions of
each of the tape heads. A configuration is ca.lfed universal

(existential) if the state associated with the configuration is

universaf (existential). A computation step of M consists
of reading one symbol from each work tape and reading an
input symbol, writing a symbol on each of the work tapes,
moving each of the heads left/right on tape square or not
moving the tape heads, and changing the state of the ma-
chine as allowed by the transition function.

As with a nondeterministic Turing machine, we can view the

computation of an ATM as a tree of configurations. A com-

putation tree of an ATM M on input w denoted by T(M, w),

is a finite tree whose nodes are labeled by configurations
of M on w, such that the root is the initiaf configuration
and the children of any non-leaf node labeled by a universal
(existential) c-onfiguration include alf (one) of the immedi-
ate successors of that configuration. A computation tree
T( M, w) is accepting if alf the leaves are accepting config-
urations. We say that an ATM M accepts w if there is an
accepting computation tree of M on input w. Note that
ATM with ordy existential states are essentially NTM. In
T( M, w), each path represents a possible computation of M
on input w, A branch of T(M, w) is a sequence of configura-

tions CO, HI,..., C. such that Cl ~ CJ+I for O ~ j ~ n – 1
and CO is the initiaf configuration. In other words, a branch
is a downward direct path from the root. Note that there
are afso negating configurations [2] in addition to univer-
sal and existential configurations. We loose no generality or
efficiency, however, by not including this type of configura-
tions. Formally, we define an alternating Turing machine as
follows:

Definition 1.3 An alternating Turing Machine (ATM) is a
seven-t u ple

M = (k, Q, X,r, c$,qo, g)

where
(a) k is the number of work tapes;
(b) Q is a finite set of states;
(c) X is a finite input alphabet ($ # r is an endrnarker);
(d) r is a finite work tape alphabet (# E r is the blank
symbol);

(e) ~ g (Q x (XU {$})) x f’kx (Qx(r-{#})k x

{L, R, S}’+’) is the transition function, where L = left, R
= right, and S = stationary;
(f) go E Q is the initial state;

(g) g : Q ~ {A, v,acceptj reject}.

If g(q) = A (respectively, V, accept, reject), then q is said to
be a universal (respectively, existential, accepting, rejecting)
state.

Definition 1.4 A configuration of an alternating Turing
machine M is a element of Q x E“ x ((r – {#}}*)k x Nk+l
representing the state of the finite control, the input, the
nonblank contents of the k work tapes, and k + 1 head

positions. The initial configuration of M on input w is

(90, W, C,...
dd’

t O . . . 0 where ( is the empty string.

Assume kk= 1, t~~~ a configuration of M on input w E ,X”
is a four- tuple C = (q, w, ~, h), where q E Q is the current
state of M’s finite control, w is the input string, 7 is the
contents of the storage taper and h is the position of the
heads.

Definition 1.5 Let M be an ATM as defined above. If

g(q) = {V, accept, reject}, then M is a nondeterministic
Turing machine (NTM). If for all q E Q, a ~ ZU {$}, Y < f’,
6(q, y, a) is empty or singleton, then M is a deterministic
Turing machine (DTM ).

The language L(M) accepted by an alternating Turing ma-
chine M is defined as folIows:

L(M) = {w [ M accepts w}.

We will primarily be concerned with time and space de-

fined by Turing machines. (See [11] for more details). If
C = (q, w, y, It) is a configuration, then ITl (length of the
storage tape contents) is the space used by C. We say that
M is S(n) -space bounded if, for each w E L(M), there ex-
ists an accepting computation tree T( M, w ) such that the
space used by any C in T(M, w) is at most S(lwl). M is
T(n) -time bounded if, for each w c L{ M), there exists an
accepting computation tree T( M, w) whose height is at most
T( Iwl ). In other words, an ATM is of time complexity T(n)
(space S(n)) if for all accepted inputs of length n, there is
an accepting computation tree of height at most T(rI ) (each

of whose nodes is labeled by a configuration using space at
most S(n)).

Define
AZ’ZME( T(n)) = {L(M)IM is a T(n)-time bounded ATM),
ASPACE(S(n)) = {L(M)IM is a S(n) -space bounded ATM}.

For deterministic and nondeterrninistic machines. the classes

DTlA4E( T(n)), NTJME(T(n)), DSPACE(S(n)), and
NSPA C’E(S(n)) are defined analogously. Likewise,
SPA CE, .4 TIME(S[n),T(n)) denotes languages accepted by
ATM running in space O(S(n)) and time O(T(rr)) simulta-
neously. D TIME (c’(”)) for some c > 0 and a polynomial
f(n) denotes the class of aff langnages which can be accepted
by deterministic Turing machines in exponential-polynomial
time.

Definition 1.6 Let Ml and Mz denote two parallel compu-
tation models. We say Ml (~(n)) ~ kfz(~(n)) if any problem
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that can be solved in O(~(n)) time (space) on Ml can be
solved in O(j(n)) time (space) on J4z, where n denotes the
problem size.

The following theorems show that complexity classes of lan-
guages accepted by time- (space-) bounded ATM are charac-
terized in terms of complexity classes of languages accepted

by space- (time-) bounded DTM.

Theorem 1.1 [2] Let S(n) ~ n and T(n) 2 n, then
(1) ATIM.E(Z’(n)) ~ DSPACE(S(n)).

(2) NSPAC.E(S(n)) c &ATIME(cS(n)2).

Theorem 1.2 [2] Let S(n) > log n, then

ASPACE(S(n)) = .~o ~~~~~(Cs(”)).

Theorem 1.1 characterizes time bounded alternating Tur-

ing machines in terms of space bounded deterministic and
nondeterministic Turing machines. Theorem 1.2 character-
izes space bounded alternating Turing machines in terms of
time bounded deterministic Turing machines. The class of
problems defined in Theorem 1.2 is the same as the class of
problems solvable in polynomial space on an ATM, and it
includes all exponential time problems.

ITA and ATM are Equivalent in Time

In this section we consider the relationship between itera-
tive tree automata and alternatiruz Turing machines. The
simulation 01
this purpose.
bounds:

.,.
“ an ATM by an ITA and its converse achieve

These simulations produce the following time

ATM(T(n)) ~ ~TA(cT(n)).

ITA(T(n)) ~ ATM(cT(n)).

The first time bound result, A TM(T(ra)) L ITA(cT(n)), im-
plies the bound IVTM( T(n)) ~ ITA(cT’(n)) proved in [7]

because an NTM is enbedded in an ATM. We can also show
that c = 1, i.e., Al” M(Z’(n))~ L7A(T(n)) if T(n) z n. The
second time bound result, lTA(T(n)) ~ A Z’M(CT(YZ)), is in-

deed stronger than the result given in [10, 17]. Note that
this result was stated but not proved in [4]. Throughout the
remainder of this paper we consider one-head, one-tape Tur-
ing rnachlnes. All results can be extended to the multihead
multitape machines.

Theorem 1.3 Any T(n) -time ATM language can be ac-
cepted by an ITA in cT(n)-time, c > 0.

Proofi The proof of this theorem is a generalization of the
theorem in [7] for simulating an NTM by an ITA. To prove
this theorem, we need the following lemmas. ❑

Lemma 1.1 Euery k-tape ATM operating in time T(n) can
be simulated by a l-tape ATM in time T(n).

Proofi This result is proved in [13]. ❑

Lemma 1.2 Any t computation steps o} an ATM with at
most c choices (c ~ 3) can be simulated by at most (c – l)t
computation steps of an ATM with at most 2 choices.

Proofi Let M = (k, Q, E, r, 6, qo, g) be an ATM with at
most c choices for any move. M’ = (k, Q’, X, r, 6’, go, g) is
an ATM with at most two choices, which simulates M as

.th transition rule of M befollows. Let the I

b(qio , W,O* UIO} = {(9i1 ,w*1,xi1),(~!2,wi~,xt~), .,

(qty >‘*j \ ‘$,)}

for 9i0,9t~, . . . ,qij E Q, Wio, wil, . . ..w.j c I’k, Uio E

ZU{$}, Xii, X:~, ...> Xtj E {L, R, S}, where O < j < C.

If j <2, then 6’(910 , WIO, U,. ) = 6(9,0 ,wto, aio), otherwise,
6’ has the foUowing corresponding rules:

6’(9~ojwto9 alo ) = {(9i~,W,l,Xil),(Pl~ ,W$O, S)},

b’(pil ,W;o>aio) = {(qi2>~a2~ xi2)~(P82~U~O~ S)})
. . .

~’(pj_2j W%09aio) = {(9aj_~ ,w,J-~, xij_~),

(qtj, wil, xt, )}.

Let Pn{pi,, p,,,..., pij _s } be the new state set used in the

decomposition of the multichoices (> 3) into double choices.
The new state set Q’ = Q u P. It is clear that each move of

M can be simulated by M’ with at most (c – 1) moves. So,
(c – l)toperations of M’ are enough to simulate t operations
of M. ❑

Lemma 1.3 Every t steps oj a Turing machine M can be
simulated by a two-stack machine S in no more than ct steps,

where c is a constant.

Proofi We only outline the idea of the proof here. Let

‘io?wa~,...lwlj be the i’h transition move of Al (i.e., non-

blank contents of the tape), where the head of M is reading
w,,. Let S1 and S2 be the two-stack that represents the con-

figuration of M. The symbol to the left of the head of Af
being simulated can be stored on one stack (i.e., S1 ), while

the symbols to the right of the head can be placed on the
other stack (i.e., Sz ). On each stack, symbols closer to the
Al’s head are placed closer to the top of the stack than sym-
bols farther from the M’s head. w,, and W,i+l are the top

of the twosta.ck. Thus stack S1 contains w:. , . . . . wii and
stack SZ contains wi. ,. ... wi, . This simulation can be ac-$+1
compfished in at most 3 steps for a move of M. So t moves
need at most 3i simulation steps. ❑

For the purpose of the proof of Theorem 1.3, we augment the
ITA with a control unit mechanism. We call such an ITA a
control unit iterative tree automaton (CUITA). The proof of
Theorem 1.3 is baaed on iterative arrays with direct central
control introduced in [16] and on the simulation modeled in
[7, 17]. A CUITA A’ is an ITA where some of its state-finite
machines act as control units. In many cases, CUITA are no
more powerful than the original ITA. However, they greatly
facilitate and simplify design and programming. Let q be
a control unit in the CUITA, then we define a CUITA as
follows.

Definition 1.7 A control unit ITA (CUITA) A’ is an ITA

in which the next state of every descendant of q depends on
the current state of its local neighbors (i.e., itself, parent,

and children) as well as on the current states of q.
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Initially the root is the only control unit in the CUITA. Dur-
ing the computation a cell q ceases to function as a control
unit when it designated its two children to become control
units. At any time, at most one ancestor of every descen-
dant of q is a control unit. A CUITA A’ operating in t steps
can be simulated by an ITA A operating in 2t steps as fol-
lows. A machine in A can simulate a control unit in A’ by
propagating or broadcasting the values of its states to its
descendants. The simulation of each descendant will lag by
time equal to its distance from the control unit.

Proof of Theorem 1.3:
Proof: By Lemma 1.1 and 1.2, we know that if a language
L is accepted by a k-tape ATM M in time T(n), then there
exists a one-head, one-tape Turing machine with at most 2
choices of every transition which accepts L in time cT(n),
c > 0. We also know that a branch of the computation tree
of an ATM can be implemented by a one-head, one-tape
TM, which in turn can be simulated by a two-stack machine
by Lemma 1.3. To prove Theorem 1.3, it suffices to show

that a CUITA A’ can simulate a two-stack machine S (i.e.,

an ATM) in time O(T(n)).

The deterministic CUITA A’ simulates the t we-stack ma-

chine S ss follows. At the beginning, the root of A’ is the
only control unit and every path from the root functions as a
pair of stacks to simulate the actions of a branch of the com-
putation tree of the ATM. Each node in A’ is a finite-state
machine and can store one stack element of each stack. If a
node is a control unit then it saves the state of the two-stack

machine and the elements at the top of each stack. This
simulation continues as long as no transition in the compu-
tation tree has more than one choice. When two choices are
available for the next move during the simulation, the root
broadcasts a signal to its children to become two control
units and to push the stacks one level down on every path.
Thus, each child of the root, together with the stacks below
it, simulates one of the choices. ‘The root no longer acts as
a control unit, but enters an existential (universal) state if

M is in an existential (universal) state at this point of the
computation. Whenever two choices of moves appear at a
branch of the computation tree, the CUITA breaks it into

two branches and simulates each choice in the same way as
described above except at the different levels. Thus, there
may exist many control units that work in parallel to sim-
ulate different branches of the computation tree. To define
whether a parent accepts, or, dually, rejects, we look at the
corresponding control of a branch that completes a compu-
tation. The control unit sends the result of acceptance or
rejection back to its parent according to the following tables:

❑
110

llVO
lVVO
0000 ❑

lLO
1111
1133
0130

Universal parent Existentialparent

Figure 4: State transitions for universal and existential

states.

where 1 and O represents acceptance and rejection, 1 rep-

resents an in wmplete computation, and 3 and V represent
existential and universal states, respectively. The parent has

enough information to determine what its labeling must be.
For example, if q 1- ql, q 1- q2, q is universal, and VI has
reported rejection then q rejects regardless of whether q2 is
ever labeled. When a node is at an accepting or a rejecting
state, the result is prumed back towards the root. Results are
combined in a simple way by AN Ding or O Ring answers at
nodes and the final answer is reported to the root.

The time required by the CUITA to simulate the tw~stack
machine is as follows. Let T(n) be the time needed for the

tw~stack machine to accept an input string w. The read-

ing of the input string w by the root requires O(T(n)) time.
By Lemma 1.3, the two-stack machine simulation of each
branch needs O(T(n)) time. Then the simulation of the
two-stack machine by a CUITA needs at most T(n) push-
downs and T(n) operations to send back the result up to
the root. Therefore, the overrdl simulation of an ATM by an
ITA requires O(T(n)) time. Thus, we prove Theorem 1.3. 0
Now, we show the converse construction to simulate iterative
tree automata by alternating Turing machines.

Theorem 1.4 Any T(n) -time ITA kmguage can be accepted
by an A’TM in time O{ T(n)).

Proofi Let A be a T(n) -time bounded k-ary ITA. A node of
A is denoted by a sequence of k-ary numbers. For example,
the root is labeled by O, the first and third childs are labeled
by 00 and 02, respectively. Let s(q, t) be the state of a node
q at time t. Then S(V, t) = q, for t > 0 and q = ~i, where

O ~ i s k – 1, if and only if there exists a set of states
S = {qs, q,, qO, . . . ,qk-1} such that

bi(q.,qr,go,....g1)l) = q;

and

S(qo, t – 1) = 90;

S(ql, t–1) = 91;
. . .

S(q(k-l), t– 1) = qk-1 ;

S(q, t– 1) = q,;

and
s(y, t– 1) = q,.

Now, we consider the details of the simulation. Let M be an
ATM that simulates the computation of A. The current in-
put symbol is denoted by w. At time T(n), M existentially
guesses a final state for s(O, T(n)), (i.e., ~1), where ~] E F
and F ~ Q. Then M guesses the computation of A back-
wards. It enters an accepting state if s(q, t)is the quiescent
state or s(ti, t) = zt where ti and zt are the current and
t:hinput symbol, respectively. M enters a rejecting state if
s(ti, t)# zt.For notational purposes, we use qn(t) to denote

S(V,t).AIso,k variesfrom 1 to k instead of from O to k – 1.
Thus, we have

9~(t) = 6i(9n(i – 1),9T(i – 1),%1 (t – 1), . ~,%~(t – 1)),

where 1 s i < k. We can view the backward simulation of

A as a tree of configurations whose root and nodes are la-
beled by J1 and qn(t), q?(t), q~l (t),... , q~k (t), respectively,
where O < t < T(n). After M existentially guesses one of the

branch emanating from ~] at time Z’(n), it simultaneously
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performs an AND operation on all branches emanating from
the previous configuration.

Let Fn = {y, q,qf,. . . ,qk} be the family of anode q, ~~

time t, where ~ and ~l,...,q~ are the parent and the 1

child, . . . . kth child ofq, respectively. For every t, such that

O<t <T(n), thestate ofevery node in Fn at time tfollows
from thestate ofevery node in Fqat timet–1 according to
the ITA transition rules. Such states checking is carried out
by the simulation. Therefore, from time T(n)–1 to T(l)
and for 1 s i ~ k, we have the following:

qq(T(n)–l) =

qv(T(n)–l) =

...

9.(~(1)) =

9n(~(o)) =

b:(%(~(~))! 9-f(~(~))~

%1 (~(~)),.. ~, ‘h~(~(~)))!
6i(q~(T’(?l) – 1), q~(T(n) – 1),

9111(~(~) – 1) ,...)9q~(~(~1)),),

6t(97(~(2))) 97(~(2)))

%11(T(2), . . . . 911k(~(2)),

81(q~(!T(l)), 9~(T(l)),

qnl (T(I) , . . .,9?7k(ql)).

We continue to expand thetreeuntil T(0), so the height of
the tree is T(n). The subexpansion at an AND-level is si-
multaneously performed. For every universal node, all the
children of the subtree must be retained, and for every exis-
tential node, exactly one of the children subtree must be re-
tained. This level by level expansion is an ATM of time com-
plexity O(T(n)) since there is a computation tree of height
at most T(n). For more details,see [9].O

As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4we obtain

the following time equivalence between ITA and ATM.

Proposition 1.1 The joilowing are equivalent:

(a) O(T(n))-time bounded ITA.
(b) O(T(n))-time bounded ATM.

Uniform Boolean Circuits Model

The last model of parallel computation that we consider in
this paper is the Boolean combinational circuit [1, 14]. We
review the relevant definitions here.

Definition 1.8 A Boolean circuit crof n inputs is a directed
acyclic graph whose nodes, called gates, are labeled from
{ZI, Z2,..., z~} U~I uB2, where Bi = {f I f : {O, l}i ~
{O,1}} is the set of Boolean functions of rank i. Nodes la-
beled with ~i are called inputs and have indegree O; nodes
with outdegree O are called outputs. Nodes labeled with g
in Bi are called gates has indegree i depending on the argu-
ment of g. The gates are labeled “V “, “A “, “= “ (AND,

OR, NOT).

We mainly consider circuits with a single output. This makes
it convenient to consider Boolean circuits as language rec-
ognizes. The results can be generalized easily to circuits

which have a sequence of outputs. The circuit model is of

a particular interest because it is relatively ~traightforward
to understand whether the circuit is physically realizable or
not. Moreover, circuit models seems to address the issues of
parallel computing resources (size, depth) in a natural way.

The size of a circuit is the number of its gates (processors),

which gives a clear reflection of the hardware cost. The depth
of the circuit is the length of the longest path from an in-

put node to an output node. Depth provides the parallel
time measure. One difficulty with the Boolean circuit model

is that it is non-unijorm: it computes only a single-valued

problem unlike most machine models, where one machine
handles problems of all sizes. We must actually use a uni-

form family a = (al, az, . . .) of circuits, where cr~ has n
inputs and one output to compute a family of all fixed-size
problems. Circuits are uniformly constructible, in the sense
that there is a computationally simple rule for constructing
the various circuits. Ruzzo [14] considered several defini-
tions for uniformity and showed that circuit complexity is
relatively insensitive to the choice of definition.

Let Z(n) and D(n) denote the size and depth of an respec-
tively, then a is said to have depth D(n) if the length of
the longest path from an input to an output in an is at
most D(n), for n ~ O. It has size Z(n) if an has Z(n)
gates. A language L is of size and depth complexity Z(n)
and D(n) if there is a family of circuits of the correspond-
ing complexity which recognize L. Background, and a more
detailed discussion of circuit complexity may be found in

[14]. Let Uniform size(Z(n)) and Uniform depth(D(n)) de-
note the class of languages recognized by a uniform Boolean
circuit of size and depth complexity O(Z(n)) and O(ll(n)),

respectively. Computational models can be characterized in
terms of other models, for example, Turing machines time
and space are polynomially related to circuit size and depth,
respectively. With this background, we summarize some rel-

evant results for uniform circuit models [14].

DTIME( T(n)) G Uniform size(T(n)log Z’(n))

~ DTIME(T(n)log3 T(n)).

jVSPACE(S(n)) ~ Uniform depth(sz(n))

~ DSPACE(S2(n)).

Uniform Boolean circuits are characterized in terms of al-

ternating Turing machines. In fact, both models are very
closely related. We state this as follows:

Theorem 1.5 [14]

Uniform size, depth(Z(n), T(n)) ~

ASPACE, ATIME(log Z(n), T(n)).

ASPACE, ATIME(S(n), T(n)) ~

Uniform size, depth(2°(s(n)), Z’(n)).

where Uniform size, depth(Z(n), D(n)) denote the class of
languages recognized by a uniform Boolean circuits of simul-
taneous size and depth complexity O(Z(n)) and O(D(n)).
For ATM, the definition of A SPACE, A TIME(S(n), T(n))

is analogous.

Simulation of ITA by Circuits

First, we consider ITA whose nodes are connected in a finite
binary tree, then we generalize the simulation to ITA with
an unbounded number of processors (machines).

Theorem 1.6 Euery language accepted by a T(n) -time
bounded ITA can be accepted by a circuit of depth 0(’T(n)).
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Proof: (Constructive proof ). To simplify the proof, we may
=sume that the binary tree is a finite binary tree. Let A be
an ITA that accepts L in time Z’(n), and A(A) denote the
root of A. A(A) accepts an input string when A enters any

states of F. Clearly, the time complexity of A is T(n) 2 n+l.
Assume that A has only one finaf state qj. Therefore at time
T(n) A is in state gf. Given an input string w = WIW2 . . . w~,
we construct a Boolean circuitrrthat simulates allthe moves

of A during exactly T(n) steps. Moreover, a circuit that op
crates in time complexity T(n) has depth T(n). To accept
the input w = W1W2. . . w~, the circuit checks whether A en-

ters the accepting state after T(n) steps.

At each step A(A) reads a new symbol of the input string

and determines its next state as a function of its current

state, the current states of its two children, and the cur-
rent input symboI. For every other node in A, at time t,

the current state of the node itself, its parent and its left
and right child determine the next state of the node at
time t+ 1. We can “unroll” the computation of A into
some combinatorial circuits. Thus, the depth of a mea-
sures the time of A, and the size of a likewise represents
the hardware used in obtaining the time. Thus, we obtain
a Boolean circuit consisting of gates labeled < g, t >, where

g is a node in A and O < t ~ T(n). Gates < gl, t > is

connected to gate < gz, t + 1 > if and only if g] is equal

to gj or gl is adjacent to gz in A. Each gate of a rep
resents a circuit computing the state of the corresponding
node. The output of < g, t > is the state of the node

g in A at time i, which corresponds to a configuration in
A. The state of gate(jth, tth) at time t + 1 is computed

by AND-ing the results of gate(j’h, t’h), gate(l~] ‘h, tth),

gate((2(j – 1) + 2) ’h, t’h), and gate((2(j – 1) + 3) ’h, t’h) at
time t. For more details, see [9].

Consider the full computation tree of the ITA. By definition

the ITA accepts within time T(n) if and only if the root en-
ters an accepting state. We can show by induction on t that
a node labeled g at depth t in the computation tree enters

a final state if and only if gate < g, t > has the value of 1.
Thus the circuit recognizes the same language as the ITA.
If A accepts an input w, then A enters state qj in at most
time T(n), where T(n) ~ n + 1. The circuit has Z’(n) rows,
and each row corresponds to a configuration of A at certain

time t ~ O. Moreover, a circuit that haa depth T(n) operates
in time complexity O(T(n)). Thus, we prove Theorem 1.6.
This result can be generalized to ITA with an unbounded

number of finite state machines. o

For n-dimensional iterative array automata (n-IAA) the dk-
cussion above leads naturally to a straightforward construc-
tion of a uniform Boolean circuit of depth O(T’(n)). Thus,
we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1.1 Every language accepted by a T(n) -time
bounded n-IAA can be accepted by a circuit of depth
o(T(rl)).

For a T(n) -time n-IAA, we obtain a circuit of depth O(T(n))
by Corollary 1.1. We SJSOknow that simultaneous size/depth
of uniform Boolean circuits is the same iw space/time of
ATM, with a constant factor by Theorem 1.5. These simu-

lations produce the following time bound corollary.

Corollary 1.2 Every language accepted by a ~(n) -time
bounded n-IAA can be accepted b~ an ATM in time O(T(n)).

This result is better than that of [17] and the combined
result of [8, 15], where it is shown that n-IAA(T(n)) ~
ATM(Z’(n)”) and n-IAA(T(n)) ~ ATM(T(n)”+l /log T(n)),

respectively. The ATM simulation of the n-IAA and The-

orem 1.4 achieve the relationship between n-IAA and ITA.
As a consequence, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1.3 Euery language accepted by a T(n) -time
bounded n-IAA can be accepted b~ an ITA in time O(T(n)).

It is also interesting to ask whether one can prove ITA(T(n)) G
n- IA A(cT(n)), where c is a positive constant.

Conclusion

The striking relationship bet ween ITA and ATM provides
an rdternative approach to investigate ITA ss well as ATM.
An interesting generaf question follows: what properties of
ITA can be applied to ATM and vice versa? Since an ITA
is a deterministic device and has a very simple structure,
certain properties may be easier to obtain for ITA than for
ATM. On the other hand, ATM are very powerful devices.
Therefore, it may be easier to show acceptances with ATM
and to show nonacceptance with ITA. As a consequence of

these characterizations, more interesting results are expected

for ITA, ATM, and circuits.
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